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COVID-19 TCM PHASES

PHASE 01
PREVENTION
PHASE

Aim:
Strengthen the immune
system/ Zheng Qi
Help alleviate early
symptoms
Shorten the duration of
the virus
Reduce severity of
symptoms
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PHASE 02
INFLUENZA
PHASE

Diagnosis:
Wind-Cold Invading
the Exterior
Toxic Heat Attacking
the Lung
Damp Cold in the Lung

PHASE 04
LONG COVID
PHASE

PHASE 03
PNEUMONIA
PHASE

Diagnosis:
Shaoyang Syndrome
with Damp
Damp Heat Afflicting
the Lung
Toxic Stagnation
Obstructing the Lung
Closed Interior and
Abandoned Exterior
Syndrome

Aim:
Expel retained pathogen
Support Zheng Qi
Treat remaining damp cold accumulation
Warm Interior and Nourish Body Fluids
Clear Pathological Heat
Move/Break Blood Stasis
Course Qi & Fluids
Nourish Yin & Fluids
Support Kidney Yang

PHASE 05
RECOVERY
PHASE
Aim:
Tonify Qi
Nourish Yin
Tonify Lung
Open the Collaterals

Reference: John K. Chen • How COVID-19 (2019-nCoV) is Currently Treated in China, 2020
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Long Covid Treatment Tips

01

Patients told to join covid
forums- see royal college talk.
Listen to them - emphasize
with them. Many people may
not believe the extent of their
symptoms

02

Patients are very anxious
about the uncertainty of their
condition, and duration of
symptoms. Some may be a bit
depressed.

03

Treating long covid patients
can be intense, make sure you
had good self care, supervision
and support. Refer back to GP
for CBT or other supporting
services. Talk to your local
colleagues. Keep your own
immunity up - self care,
nutrition and meditation. Take
the treatment in stages.

04

Patients get referred to long
Covid clinics- UCLH for
example- they don’t know
what to do- main treatments
for post viral stuff & fatigue is
graded exercise and a few
supplements etc General
symptom relief etc.
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Long Covid Treatment Tips

05

Treat what you can see but be
mindful of what you can’t see.
Look for signs of
cold/damp/phlegm especially
if people been given the
antibiotics.

06

Assess the patients upright Qi?
Which is stronger - the
pathogen or the Zheng Qi? Is
the pathogen in latency or has
it been expelled? This need to
be done through tongue/pulse
and symptom differential
diagnosis. Can use any
framework you are familiar
with; 6 divisions, classical
acupuncture (divergent
meridian theory), 5 elements
or any other which applies to
your patient appropriately.

07

The patients we see will be in
the recovery phase- is it
appropriate to clear any
residual pathogen or toxins
(heat/cold- damp/phlegm) left
over from the infection. This
can be done with a
combination of herbs, cupping
or activating the wei level
(guahsha). This can make
people feel a bit low for a few
days as they use Qi and body
fluids to move the
pathogens/toxins through the
body to be metabolised and
eliminated- this requires
energy.

08

If the patients Zheng Qi is
weak, raise the Zheng Qi first.
Is it appropriate to try to
eliminate the pathogen? If not
- then encourage latency from
the holding function of Qi etc
- the pathogen may be able to
removed at a more
appropriate time.
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Long Covid Treatment Tips

09

Think about a nourishing
nutrition. Latency creates heat
which consumes Qi , yin and
body fluids. Mushrooms are a
great source of nutritionboost wei Qi. Avoid corcydeps
if possible.
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10

Referring to herbs - like the
jade screen project.

11

Regular blood works - thyroid
function, iron, Vitamin D etc.
Use a MYMOP to track
progress. Suggestion: adivise
patient to keep a symptom
diary.

12

Always treat what you see and trust
your instincts. Until we know more
about Long Covid, we can only rely
on what we see within our own
clinics. Something to keep in mind.
Long Covid may present differently
according to location, race, sex, CM
usage, demographics, climate, and
the viral strand itself.
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13

Long Covid" appears to be a
multi-system disease,
oftentimes occurring after a
mild Covid-19 infection and
may present atypically.

14

The Covid-19 epidemic is
characterised by toxicity,
damp & cold leading
to heat, dryness, phlegm and
stasis.
Covid-19 affects the
functioning of zang fu organs,
brain marrow, Qi, Blood, Yin &
Fluids. Therefore also affecting
Yang.
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15

The severity of symptoms
is dependent of the strength of
an person's Zheng Qi (Upright
Qi) vs the pathogen.
The nature of symptoms may
be dependent on an
individual's constitution, age,
sex and underlying diagnostic
patterns according to
Traditional Chinese Medicine.

16

Safety Netting and Referral:
Worsening Breathlessness
PaO2 < 96%
Unexplained Chest Pain
Focal weakness
New confusion
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17
The 'Covid Symptoms Study' identified six clusters of symptoms for Covid-19.
According to the study.
A few symptoms may be associated with longer term symptoms.
Possibly providing an early predictor of "Long Covid".
If within the FIRST WEEK
of the initial Covid infection, the patient experiences a
persistent cough, hoarse voice, headache, diarrhoea, loss of appetite & SOB.
The patient is two to three times more likely to get longer term symptoms.
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Covid-19 Resources
https://www.elotus.org/content/tcm-resources-covid-19
https://www.elotus.org/free-course/coronavirus-divergent-channel-diagnosis-and-treatment
https://www.rtocovid19.com/
https://www.rsm.ac.uk/resources/covid-19-learning-hub/?fbclid=IwAR32Xf45I6Ff5ANfsr8JGf_GiZzLVIfh5d_FvN5e0nePiyEXHBMGLuag1i0
https://www.newscientist.com/article/mg24833064-100-long-covid-why-are-some-people-sick-months-after-catching-the-virus/
https://anncecilsterman.com/coronavirus-combat-mission-by-ann-cecil-sterman/
https://anncecilsterman.com/coronavirus-help-for-the-profession/
https://smartgreensheep.co.uk/products/aviair-puresense-handy-sanitiser
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLPYEPWd1O1qbCnqdY60cxn9xDeHo3vW
https://youtu.be/ZuWym-1ey9Q
https://youtu.be/UJfbRQvp73c
https://thefatmonk.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/ba-duan-jin-part-one.pdf
https://thefatmonk.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/ba-duan-jin-part-two.pdf
http://jadescreen.co.uk/

